KITCHEN, BATH and CLEANING KITS are important essentials that are highly requested but rarely donated.

To ensure every client gets a set, we need more than 2,300 kits per year.

Please note marked items that must be new/unused only, or where multiples are needed/encouraged.

KITCHEN ESSENTIALS KIT CHECKLIST
Include a minimum of:
- Can Opener
- Mixing Spoon
- Spatula
- Tongs
- Dish Towel/Cloth
- Measuring Cup Set
- Measuring Spoon Set
- Plastic Pitcher

BATH ESSENTIALS KIT CHECKLIST
Include a minimum of:
- Toothbrushes (N, M)
- Toothbrush Holder (N, M)
- Soap Dispenser
- Toilet Bowl Brush (N)
- Small Trash Can
- Small Trash Can

CLEANING ESSENTIALS KIT CHECKLIST
Include a minimum of:
- Dish Soap (N)
- All Purpose Cleaner (N)
- Laundry Detergent (N)
- Sponge/Brillo Pad (N)

KEY
N = New/unused items only
M = Multiple items for additional household members encouraged

Dropping Off Your Donations
Once your group has their assembled kits ready for donation, please contact us via email at: clientservices@flourishfurnishings.org to schedule a donation drop-off.